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ON THE NONEXISTENCE

OF UNIMODULAR FUNCTIONS IN  R2(X, dx dy)

ALFRED G. BRANDSTEIN

ABSTRACT.   It is shown for certain planar sets, e.g., Brennan sets,

with no interior, that if / e R   (X, dxdy) and   |/|  = I  a.e.  dx dy   then

f = constant.

Introduction.   Recently, invariant subspaces for  R  (X,  U)  have been

shown to exist by the method of constructing functions, /, such that / e

R2(X, U),   l/l = 1  a.e.   dU and  f 4 constant  [l], [2], [3].   The question then

arises if this method can be used for the general planar set with no interior

and an arbitrary measure.  We answer this question in the negative.

Main result.   Let  X be a compact subset of the complex plane   C  and  u

a finite positive Borel measure on  X.

Definition 1.   RÁX) is the class of rational functions which have no

pole on  X.

Definition 2.   R(X) is the uniform closure of RÂX)  on X.

Definition 3.   R2(X, u)  is the closure of RQ(X) in  L2(X, u).

Theorem.    There exists a planar set X with no interior and having the

property that if f £ R (X, dxdy)  and /= 1  a.e.   dxdy then f= constant-

Lemma 1.   Let X be a compact subset of C, and m  a finite positive

measure on  X.   Suppose there exists a subset   Y of X with  m(Y) > 0 such

that for all y £  Y,   y  is a bounded point evaluation on R  (X, m).   If <f> £

R (X, m)  and \<p\ = 1  a.e.   dm, on  X, then  <f>  is constant on a set of posi-

tive  m-measure.

Proof.   By hypothesis there exists for every y £  Y, a  Ky £ L  (m)  such

that

(0 f(y)=  ff(X)Ky(X)dm    tot every / £ RAX).
j u

Define
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(2) ¡(y) = jf(X)Ky(X)dm     tot every / £ R2(m) D L°°(m) = R°°.

We claim / -» f(y) is multiplicative on  R°°.   For, let / £ RQ(X),  g £ R°°.

Then there exists a sequence  [g  ]  in  R(X) with g    —► g in  L  (ttz).  Now

/(y)g„(v) = (/g„Ky) = ffg„Kydm -^ ffgKydm

while  f(y) • gn(y) — /(y) • g(y).   Thus

(3) f(y)g(y)= ffgKydm       tot f £ R0(X),     g £ R°°.

Let now  F,   G £ P.°°.  Then

(FG)(y) = JFGKydm = UmJFnGKydm,

where   F    £ RAX), F    —» F = lim F (y)C(y) = F(y)G(y) proving the claim.

Proposition 1  [Hoffman-Rossi].   Let  A  be a subalgebra of L°°(ttz)  and

let cf> be a linear functional which is multiplicative on  A  and which is

weak     continuous i.e., there exists a function  F £ L (m)  such that (f>(f) =

/ fp dm for every f £ A.   Then there is a nonnegative  k £ L  (m)  such that

<p(f) = [fkdm [4, pp. 460-461].

So by Proposition 1 there exists a  ky £ L  (m) with ky > 0  such that

(4) f(y) = ffky dm    tot every  / £ R°°.

Suppose now there exists a  t/3 e R     with  \<b\ = 1  a.e.  dm.   Choose

[<7J ],  </j     e R(X), with  (h    —► cp in  L (t?z).   Now by choosing a subsequence

again denoted  [<tj> ], we have  <jj (y) —» ch(y)  a.e.  dm.   We conclude that for

almost all y £ Y, <ß(y) = <f>(y) and so

(5) cp(y) = JchKydm = j'cbky dm    by  (4).

Therefore, for some  y £  Y,   \j<f>ky dm\ = |0(y)| = 1.  Without loss of

generality we may assume  j" <f>ky dm =1.   As  ky > 0 and   |<7j| = 1   a.e.   rira  it

follows that  <f>ky > 0 a.e.   dm.   Therefore,   0=1   a.e.   dm   on the  set

[z: ky(z) 4 O], and this set has positive  Tzz-measure.     Q.E.D.

Proposition 2 [Brennan].   There exists a compact subset on the plane

with no interior such that every function constant on a set of positive -dxdy
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measure is constant o.e. on  X;  moreover there is a bounded point evaluation

at almost every point of X L3, p. 3].

Proof.   Apply Lemma 1 to Brennan's set.     Q.E.D.
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